
STUDY HACKS
What principles need to be considered running up to and during the revision period?

How to learn faster https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B9SptdjpJBQ&safe=true

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B9SptdjpJBQ&safe=true


Over the coming weeks  you should prepare your space, time and 

resources so that you are ready to actually revise!



TIME:

 Organise a revision timetable (see revision guide)

 Studying smaller bits of multiple subjects each day is more effective than 

studying a lot of the same one or two subjects because reviewing information 

periodically moves information from your short-term memory to your long-

term memory.



Study Space…



Essential study items:

 No distractions 

(TV/phone/Consoles)

 Comfortable ergonomic chair

 Desk

 Textbooks/ revision guides/ 

exercise books organised and 

available

 Notebook & pens/ pencils

 Flash Cards

 Highlighters

 Calculator

 Good lighting (natural is best)

 Fresh air

 Water

Study Space…

Optional ideas:

• Whiteboard, marker and 
tissues

• Tactile thinking aid (blue 
tac/ clicky pen)

• Clear walls/ inspiring 
decoration

• Paper calendar – revision 
timetable

• A kitchen timer



Focus on the process, not the outcome

 Set learning goals (e.g. do three algebra problems every other day, learn five 

new words a day) instead of performance goals (e.g. get an 8 on the Science 

exam).

 Don’t compare yourself to what others are doing

 Take it seriously…







So, you have prepared ….

Now what do you need to do during the revision period leading up to 

and including the assessment weeks?



Variety is key…

 Learn the same info in a variety of 

ways e.g. to learn a topic, you could 

read the class notes, watch a youtube

revision video, look up other online 

resource, create a mind map, teach 

someone what you’ve learned, or do 

a wide range of practice problems.



Simplify, summarize, and compress the 

information

 Use mnemonic devices like acronyms. Summarize the information into a 

comparison table, diagram, or mind map.

 Take notes by hand, instead of using your laptop.

 Students who take notes by hand perform better in tests and exams.

 Read key information out loud.

 When memorizing key concepts and equations, read them out loud.



Examples

…



Examples

…



How?



How?



Test yourself frequently

 When preparing for a test or exam, quiz yourself on the key concepts and 

equations, and do as many practice questions as possible because this 

encourages your short term memory to retrieve the information from your 

long term memory!



How?



How?



Concentrate



Take regular study breaks

 Take a 5 to 10 minute break for every 40 minutes of work. Use a timer 

or stopwatch to remind yourself when to take a break and when to get 

back to studying.



Reward yourself!



Look after your body

Exercise at least three times a week.

 Exercise improves your memory and brain 

function, and reduces stress. Aim to exercise 

at least three times a week, for 30 to 45 

minutes each time.

Sleep at least nine hours a night, and don’t pull 

all-nighters.

 When you get enough sleep, your focus and 

memory improves, and you learn faster.








